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“I don’t agree! This… this is terrible!”
“Yes, this is crazy! I don’t agree!”
“Once we use it, we will bear too much responsibility! Since it was launched, no one in the world has I
have used it!”
“If we want to use it, it will be the first one to use it against the whole world. Do you know how much
guilt
we have to bear?”
… After
someone proposed to use “it”, most Human opposition.
As if this is a taboo.
“Then what do you say? In less than an hour, he will leave Warhawk Nation!”
“At that time we will become the world’s biggest joke, a superpower can not stop even one person!”
“We will carry Enter the empire’s book of shame! We will all be sinners of the empire!”
roared the person who suggested.
At this time, everyone was silent.
Now it is a great shame!
Levi Garrison rubbed the war eagle on the ground alone, and the war eagle had no dignity.
“Hurry up and make a decision! This time, it’s not even an hour!”
the person urged.
“Okay, I agree to use it!”
“I agree too!”
“I agree too!”
…

After weighing the pros and cons, all members agreed to use it.
“But there is a problem. We can use it, but not in the name of the Sky Shield, nor in the name of the
Eagle
Nation!”
said the person.
“What about it?”
someone asked below.
“Let Richard and the others use it as a laboratory. After all, this person took Richard’s brother. We
can
attribute this incident to Richard and his personal grievances!
All the responsibility for the accident lies with Li. Chad is responsible for it alone!”
…
“Okay, this method is good!”
&
“Yes, immediately notify Richard! Let him do it!”
… When
Richard received the news, he was taken aback.
“What? Do you really want to use it???”
Richard asked in surprise.
“Yes, it’s still used in the name of the laboratory behind you! At this point, it’s time for you to
contribute
to the empire, and you can’t refuse! This is what everyone meant!” A
representative of the Sky Shield Bureau said.
Richard thought of something, and exclaimed: “Then what about my brother? Once you use it, my
brother will die too!”
“It’s all about this time, let’s take the empire’s reputation as the main thing! Don’t worry, your
brother

is also for the empire. Sacrifice! The Empire will remember him!”
Richard hesitated for a full minute.
In the end, he agreed.
“Okay, I will contact the laboratory immediately!”
Time is running out.
Richard had no time to think.
Hastily contacted the laboratory behind.
Soon, the laboratory agreed.
And it is provided by the laboratory, without the need for Tianshield.
In this way, the relationship can be completely separated and everything can be attributed to
Richard.
“There are still forty minutes before he leaves the territory of the Warhawk Nation! Our weapons and
equipment will be in place within fifteen minutes!”
Time passed by.
There were only twenty-five minutes left before Levi Garrison left the territory of War Eagle Nation.
To the south is an endless desert.
Levi Garrison dragged the two to walk.
There was no one blocking him.
From the perspective of the whole world, the Eagle Nation has given up…
But smart people know that the Eagle Nation definitely has a fallback!
But I don’t know what it is.
“The weapon is installed, the target has been locked, and it can be launched at any time!”
Richard Labs issued a message.
What they say is the strongest weapon in this laboratory-the scepter of God.

